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Making a
mark on
mature
markets
Dennis Vollmar, Herrenknecht Vertical,
Germany, explores how hydraulic rig
technology is enabling drilling contractors
to be competitive in mature markets.

T

he shift of international operators’ focus to production
enhancement and plugging and abandonment (P&A) has
hit drilling contractors hard. Their rigs are overqualified
for such jobs and therefore do not present a cost-efficient
solution, as these jobs are usually performed by workover units
or low-spec drilling jack-ups with a lower day rate. However,
how can these jack-ups be competitive with a highly specialised
workover unit tailored to these jobs?
International drilling contractors are well experienced in
integrating and managing a diversity of services to optimise the
processes in the supply chain required for each job. Offering their
rigs as a complementary service to bigger workover campaigns
combined with their manifested knowledge of integrated

management systems provides a solid basis for simultaneous
operations and their proper planning.
Especially in P&A operations, dealing with high uncertainties
of well conditions without proper planning leads to budget
overruns. Running simultaneous operations separately reduces
the impact of unplanned tasks in a working package on the
overall budget. It is therefore beneficial for the jack-ups to be
overqualified as long as this over-specification gives them a
cost-effective advantage while supporting multiple operations
simultaneously in a P&A job, which in turn reduces the total
number of days required to plug and abandon a platform.
Furthermore, the specifications of the rig allow it to cope with
the most critical well conditions beyond the capabilities of

workover units, and manage the risk of uncertain well integrity
conditions.
On workover units, the limited space on the platform
minimises flexibility to react to unexpected situations or even
to perform multiple tasks on a platform at once. The units are
usually supported by accommodation jack-ups with sufficient
crane capacity and variable deck load to handle, for example, the
recovered completions from the plugged and abandoned platform.
The whole supply chain relies on the effective deployment of
the unit while experiencing unplanned situations greatly affects
cost overruns. Even if in the end, the number of operating days is
higher compared to using a drilling jack-up, the significantly lower
day rate generally justifies performing the job by a workover unit.

Cost-efficient P&A operations

Figure 1. Smart slim cantilever design.

Figure 2. Smart crane assembly.

Figure 3. The automated horizontal racking system for recovered pipes

reduces the overall number of lifts.

New light drilling jack-up designs like the
NG 3500/5000X LD series optimise the SIMOPS capability for
the P&A application with a positive impact on the existing
supply chain compared to a conventional approach. With
sufficient crane and accommodation capacity, the units are
able to perform platform preparation beyond the usual P&A
operation. Furthermore, a sufficient air gap between cantilever
and platform deck allows for the performance of different jobs
simultaneously, such as wireline or coiled tubing. Some P&A
operation tasks can be executed before the rig deployment is
required by wireline, such as placing packers, or afterwards
by coiled tubing, such as placing cement plugs. In order to
run wireline, coiled tubing and rig operations efficiently, it
is important to have sufficient space on both sides of the
cantilever to act as a secondary working deck for the coiled
tubing reel, hydraulic power pack and operator’s cabin. Through
the optimised footprint of the various workover jobs on the
platform, it is less likely that the different operations will hinder
each other, leading to any unnecessary delays of other tasks
respectively causing major delays in the complete P&A job.
This approach reduces the required time period for the entire
operation and minimises the probability of great delays due to
the decoupling of each task with its own tailor-made solution.
Today’s light hydraulic drilling rig packages provide a very slim
cantilever footprint in combination with very long extended reaches
up to 100 ft and smaller width requirements of an ISO container
size. The latest light workover rig design by Herrenknecht Vertical
illustrates the high platform independency of major workover
operations through improved deck usage on the platform. The
compact P&A cantilever design enables the running of coiled tubing
operations mainly from the jack-up deck, giving more space for the
various operations performed on the platform deck. To avoid any
obstruction while skidding the cantilever nearby the coiled tubing
unit, it is advantageous to elevate the complete cantilever to the
height of an ISO container. This decreases the need to rearrange
the coiled tubing setup on the jack-up deck while the neighbouring
wells are intervened by the P&A cantilever package.
Sufficient crane capacities for the heaviest coiled tubing
lift and accessibility from platform to cantilever deck are key
features for ensuring SIMOPS. Integrating a secondary auxiliary
crane on the cantilever side provides crane access below
the cantilever for further support of independent wireline
operations. Further upgrading of the smart crane assembly to
a secondary well slot arrangement, by integrating a well access
system and injector head to the system, allows running the
coiled tubing operation almost completely independently of the
P&A cantilever position.
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There are tasks supported by service companies like
cementing, swarf removal or conductor cutting, which depend
upon the efficiency of each P&A task, causing remarkable
standby rates during delays. Nowadays, these services can be
easily integrated in the light drilling cantilever designs, which
are upgradable with a swarf handling unit, cementing unit and
conductor cutting device. With focus on workover operations, it
makes sense to permanently hire personnel for these positions
and to integrate appropriate independent workover areas to
the cantilever design. Additionally, automated pipe handling
solutions enable operations in harsher weather conditions
and at highest safety standards with continuous performance,
independent of any personnel fatigue and human error.
Work safety and an improved supply chain model are critical
items for running multiple operations simultaneously, which
have to be supported by crane and sufficient space availability
to avoid interference with neighbouring workover operations.
The main objective was to shift offshore personnel to the
mainland, for example by preparing the pipes for the automated
racking system onshore. They are handled as cassettes, which
are stacked in layers and placed in boxes (which can weigh
up to 35 t), by the automated systems without any human
intervention. A positive side effect is the reduced number of total
lifts and reduced occupation of the pipe deck cranes, which is
especially beneficial for the recovery of completion pipes.
Another concern is the special separation of automated
tasks from non-standardised tasks to ensure independent,
flexible working areas and to eliminate the human impact in the

automated processes. From this point of view, part of the safety
design approach of the P&A cantilever was to integrate a vertical
racking system behind the mast for automated tripping of drill
pipes. This allows the well centre to be completely cleared for
equipment with large space requirements or crane accessibility
to lift heavy loads directly to the main deck. This is especially
important for low-duration tasks, such as conductor recovery
with space requirements for assembly and operation, which
might affect the efficiency of ongoing operations. Also, the clear
view from the driller’s cabin towards the well centre improves
the awareness of all interventions at the rig floor.

Cantilever designs for previously inaccessible well
bays

In the North Sea, there is a requirement for at least ten integral
rigs to perform P&A for the next ten years, which is driven by
the fact that the well bay position is not accessible with current
jack-up designs. Light hydraulic drilling rig solutions not only
enable fully equipped cantilever packages with a total weight
below 650 t, but also reduce the overall bending moment by the
flexible arrangement of the HPU and lighter weight of primary
movers through the avoidance of electric motors. This minimises
the space requirements for the operations by setting up a main
HPU located inside the cantilever used to counterbalance the
weight acting on the rig floor.
The lightness, compactness and flexible arrangement of
hydraulic rig solutions makes extended reach of up to 100 ft
feasible with similar acting skidding forces of heavy drilling
equipment skids with only 50 ft reach. Further bending moment
improvement can be achieved with the proper arrangement of
interior cantilever equipment and smart usage of the cantilever
pipe deck. The entire cantilever package can also be integrated
into existing heavy crane jack-ups, for an independent approach
requiring less additional space on the lifting vessel. Integrating
a swarf handling and cementing unit minimises the additional
space occupied on the jack-up while operating the P&A cantilever
package. A demountable P&A cantilever design means, it can be
‘parked’ in a shipyard, keeping the original available deck load
capacity of the jack-up, as needed for wind farm installations or
the removal of offshore structures.

Optimisation for mature markets

Figure 4. Automated vertical racking system on C side.
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All Herrenknecht Vertical’s hydraulic rig packages are equipped
with a smart, direct-acting hoisting system. The hook load is not
only directly distributed from the top drive to the substructure
through the hoisting cylinders, but it also provides a similar
stiffness compared to the pipes connected to the top drive.
This enables direct feedback of any downhole obstructions:
a decrease or increase in the pressure of the cylinders due to
higher or lower hole friction, is felt by the driller with less or
more resistance of the joystick, and increases the awareness of
potential stuck pipe incidents. Smooth control and measurement
accuracy simplifies fishing and landing operations. In addition,
the direct-acting hoisting system improves the business case
towards live well intervention due to its snubbing capability. The
slim mast design, instead of a heavy derrick structure, allows for
the integration of a wide range of handling solutions to the rig
floor, offering an open structure, which makes the drill floor more
flexible and even accessible by the pipe deck crane for placing
third-party equipment. Overall, Herrenknecht Vertical’s hydraulic
rig packages, with compact and light designs, are a cost-efficient
alternative for smart well intervention operations.
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